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Chemistry 11, Fall 2006  

Exam II 
November 16, 2006 

7:30 PM – 9:30 PM 
 
As always, full credit will not be given unless you have written down the reasoning or calculations you 
used to obtain the correct answer.  Work on the back of pages will not be graded!  Pay attention to 
significant figures.  Please check now that your exam has twelve pages (including this one).  A 
periodic table and a list of formulas are attached at the back of the exam. If you finish early, just leave 
your completed exam on the front desk. If you have a question, we will be up on the fifth floor. You 
have two hours to complete this exam. 
 

It is against the honor code at Amherst College to either give or receive help on this exam. 
The work you turn in must be yours and yours alone. 

 
Extra Credit (circle the correct answer) 
Perchance you remember the stunning appearance of GN Lewis in our class last Wednesday.  
His words, reprinted in your powerpoint handout for that day, spoke about his attempts to have 
communicated the “soul of chemistry.”  During his speech, GN Lewis invoked the name of 
another, “Asmodeus”, from whom he demanded a test tube.  Who/What is(was) Asmodeus? 

a) GN Lewis’s graduate student 
b) According to ancient texts, a demon who was repelled by the fumes of fish liver 
c) Professor Rick Griffith’s name in his former life 
d) Professor O’Hara’s nickname 

 
 
 
 

  
    

Question  Points  Score  

XC 02  

I  20  

II  24  

III  20  

IV 20  

V 16  

Total  102   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



   

I. Atomic and Periodic Properties:  Newly Synthesized Element 118 (20 points) 
 

1. The synthesis of element 118 was reported recently by a collaborative team of 30 scientists 
from the US and Russia (Physical Review C, October 2006.) 

a. Write down  the ground state electron configuration for the newly synthesized 
element.  Use the abbreviation scheme in which inner core electrons are represented 
uisng the appropriate noble gas…for example, the electron configuration for Li is 
[He]2s1.   

 
[Rn] 7s2 5f14 6d10 7p6

 
b. To which period (row) and group  (column) do this new element belong? 

 
Row 7 ; Group 18 ; Noble Gases 

 
2. Order the elements (some have yet to be synthesized) with the following atomic numbers 

115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120 from SMALLEST to LARGEST……………..  
 
a. Atomic radii 
       118, 117, 116, 115, 120, 119 
 
b. Ionization energy 

119, 120, 115, 116, 117, 118 
 
c. Magnetic spin: (number of unpaired electrons) 

118 = 120 ; 119 = 117 ; 116, 115 
 
 

3. Elements 115-3, 116-2, 117-1, 118, 119+, and 120+2 are isoelectronic.  Arrange these 
elements from SMALLEST to LARGEST…………. 

 
a. Atomic or ionic radii 

120 2+ , 119 1+ , 118, 117 1- , 116 2- , 115 3-

b. Ionization energy 
115 3- , 116 2- , 117 1- , 118, 119 1+ , 120 2+

c. Electron Affinity (arrange from most negative to most positive) 
120 2+ , 119 1+ , 118, 117 1- , 116 2- , 115 3-

 
 

     



   

4.  Grab bag of multielectron atom questions. 
 

a. Which element in the fourth row (K to Kr) would have the lowest second ionization  
energy and why?  Remember: 2nd Ionization Energy     Atom+ ------>  Atom++ + e- 

 

Ca+ (4s1)    to yield   Ca 2+ [Ar] + 1e- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Which element in Group 17 (the halogens) would require the greatest energy photon to 

remove its 1s electron.  Why? 
 
 

Element  85At with 85 protons holds the 1s electron very strongly. 
 
 
 
 
 

c. Which is the first element in which the n=4 shell is COMPLETELY filled? 
 
70Yb   -  when 4f14 is achieved n=4 is completely filled.



   

 Question II.  Lewis Structures, VSEPR, dipoles (24) 
 

Consider the following four molecules and molecular ions : POCl (phosporus monochlorine 
monoxide);  PH3 (phosphine); POCl3 (phosphorus trichlorine monoxide);  PFCl4 (phosphorus 
monofluorine tetrachlorine): 
 
On the following page:  
1. Draw the best Lewis structure clearly indicating the total number of valence electrons, all bonding 

and unshared electrons, and a formal charge for ALL atoms.   
2. Next to the Lewis structure, sketch a VSEPR 3-D representation of the molecule.  Indicate the 

steric number of the central P atom (steric number is the number of bonded atoms plus lone pairs), 
the geometry of the molecule, and the bond angles.   

3. The electronegativites of P, O, Cl, H and F are 2.2, 3.4, 3.2, 2.2 and 4.0. Indicate on your VSEPR 
sketch both individual bond dipoles (blue pen) and molecular dipoles (red pen) for each species. 
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V Baker’s Street Dozen Lab (16 points) 
 
You have signed up to be a TA next semester, and Professor Sanborn gives you the answer key to the 
Baker’s Street Half-Dozen lab.  The six solutions are labeled in lab only as A-F.  Your answer key tells 
you that A is silver nitrate, B is sodium chloride, C is sodium hydroxide, D is nitric acid, E is 
hydrochloric acid, and F is sodium carbonate, and each is 0.1 M. 
 
1.  Write out the chemical formulas of the six solutions 
 AgNO3 , NaCl, NaOH, HNO3 , HCl , Na2CO3
2.  Predict the approximate pH of each solution.    
   ~ 7,        ~7,        ~12,     ~2,        ~1,        ~8  
3.  Fill out the reactivity chart so that you’ll be ready for your students.   Record what your students 
will observe i.e. “milky white precipitate or “bubbles formed.”  Write “NR” if no reaction occurs.  
 

 B    NaCl,  C    NaOH D    HNO3 E   HCl  F   Na2CO3

A  White PPT    Brown PPT        NR   White PPT Wh/Yellow PPT 

B         NR        NR        NR         NR 

C    Neutralization   Neutralization             NR 

D           NR      Bubbles 

E          Bubbles 

 
Write out an explanation for how the identification is made for each unknown to help you explain to 
your students. 
 
A.   Will react to form a precipitate with any solution having chloride in it. 
B.   Reacts only with A to form a precipitate. 
C.   Reacts only with A to form a brown precipitate. 
D.   Reacts only with F to form bubbles. 
E.   Reacts with A and forms bubbles with F. 
F.   Reacts with solutions having a low pH such as D and E. It also reacts with A.  
 
 
 
 Assorted Equations, Constants, and Conversion Factors  
Wavelength, frequency, speed relation for waves:       = c 

Photon energy:     Ephoton h hc  

Photoelectric effect:     E
kinetic (ejected e– )

E photon h h o  



   

Kinetic energy:     Ekinetic
1
2

mv2  

deBroglie wavelength:     h
p

h
mv

 

Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle:     p x h
4

     or     m v x h
4

 

Energy levels of a one-electron atom:     En 2.178 10 18  J  Z2

n2  

           E 2.178 10 18  J  Z2  1
nf

2 – 1
ni

2  

 

Avogadro’s number:     NA = 6.022  1023 mol–1

Speed of light:     c = 2.9979  108 m s–1

Planck's constant:     h = 6.626  10–34 J s 

Fundamental charge:     e = 1.60218  10–19 C 

Proton mass:     mp = 1.673  10–27 kg 

Neutron mass:     mn = 1.675  10–27 kg 

Electron mass:     me = 9.109  10–31 kg 

 

1 kg = 103 g 

1 nm = 10–9 m 

1 J = 1 N m = 1 kg m2 s–2

1 kJ = 103 J 



   

 


